PLANNING A GOLF COURSE?

If your organization is planning a golf course, obtain advice from experienced golf course contractors, who are members of the Golf Course Builders of America.

Golf Course Builders of America
632 Shoreham Building
Washington, D.C. 20006

FOGERTY FIRST
MASTER PROFESSIONAL

ST. LOUIS—JIM FOGERTY, head professional at Sunset Hills CC, has become the first master professional of the Professional Golfers’ Assn., according to president Warren Orlick. The master professional classification is the highest that can be achieved within the PGA. The qualifications require completion of two home study programs, attendance at a university-level executive management seminar, preparation of a thesis on golf instruction and at least 10 year’s service as a head professional. The master professional classification was established in 1969. The 64-year-old Fogerty started out as a caddie at age 11 and has been a professional at Sunset Hills since 1946.

WALTER HAGEN GOLF EQUIPMENT COMPANY introduces the American Lady woods and irons. The inexpensive, yet playable, set is designed for the woman who plays an occasional, social round of golf. The clubs feature standard-flex lightweight steel alloy shafts and composition grips. The woods are finished in crystal blue over a Strata-Bloc base. Clima-Gard treatment of the woods seals out moisture for longer playability according to the company. Irons are highly polished chrome with improved weight placement.

LEYLE introduces a new turf saver precision broadcaster that is ground driven and features flotation tires. The Model WGR can be used as a fertilizer broadcaster, as a seeder and for broadcasting granular chemicals. A special kit is available for use in broadcasting sand and salt for snow and ice control. It features a centrifugal forced feeding spreading mechanism that assures a wide uniform spread pattern up to 52 feet. The WFR can be operated behind a tractor, truck or any vehicle with a hitch, at speeds from 3 to 10 miles per hour. The model has an 800-pound hopper capacity.

NEW ENGLAND UNION COMPANY, INC., introduces two pop-up sprinklers to its Leisure Time line of underground sprinkler equipment. Bronze constructed models SP2 and SP3 install flush with the ground and pop-up to maintain one and one-eighth and two-inch rises, respectively. High rise reduces spray deflection, giving uniform irrigation. The sprinklers are designed to accommodate a full line of mist and jet spray nozzles. They can be self-installed.